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effectively adapt RGB detectors into RGB-D detectors. These
RGB-D detectors can effectively leverage depth data at test
time and we observe a 21% relative improvement over an
RGB-only detector. Note that this was done without using
any depth training data for the evaluated categories. We
believe that our technique will facilitate the transfer of
progress made in computer vision to fields like robotics.

significant improvements over RGB-only methods, they all
require bounding box annotations to train their models. In
our work, we build off the ideas from LSDA [24] to allow
us to adapt a CNN model trained for one task, which has
plentiful training data, to perform a different test time task
which has limited training data.

II. R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we describe our method for learning
object detection models that use depth information from
auxiliary categories to improve test-time performance for a
new category.
We use L to denote the set of auxiliary categories for
which we have annotated RGB-D data (bounding boxes
around instances of the object in RGB-D scenes). We use
U to denote the set of categories for which we only have
labeled RGB data (again bounding boxes around instances
of the object in RGB scenes). Our goal is to leverage
depth representations learnt by training RGB-D detectors for
auxiliary categories L to adapt RGB object detectors for
categories U to RGB-D input, that is they can now start
using RGB-D input and potentially generate better output.
Intuitively, our method uses labeled depth training data
for auxiliary categories L to learn a mid-level representation
for depth images, which can be combined with mid-level
representation from RGB images at test time. This mid-level
fusion of representations can be used to adapt and improve a
RGB object detector for the set of categories U. The resulting
RGB-D detector is able to utilize the depth data provided at
test time to improve detection, without ever being trained on
any depth data for categories U.
Most state-of-the-art object detection models follow a two
stage approach:
1) Computing region proposals: These are bounding
boxes on the image which have high overlap with
objects in the image.
2) Scoring region proposals: This is typically done by
using CNNs [15], [22], [37], [46]. CNNs learn hierarchical feature representations in an end-to-end manner.
Our proposed technique incorporates depth information
into both stages of this pipeline. For region proposals, we
experimented with an adaptation of Edge Boxes [52] to depth
images and RGB-D MCG [20]. We found RGB-D MCG to
perform better and hence use these.
Next, we describe our technique for training multi-modal
CNN based architectures with incomplete training data from
one modality. In our case, we have complete RGB training
data and limited depth training data.

We review three major bodies of research relevant to
our work here, multi-modal and multi-domain adaptation
techniques, techniques for generating region proposals and
object detection with RGB-D images.
a) Transferring Information Across Tasks: Many methods have been proposed to transfer general information
between different data sources for related tasks [39], [30],
[17], [23], [14], [6]. Multi-modal deep learning architectures
have been explored previously in a generative context [36],
[44], and parallel convnet architectures have been previously
explored in the context of Siamese network learning [5],
[7]. Given the ease of collecting annotations for an image
classification task, as opposed to an object detection task,
there have been many techniques proposed to train detectors
from weak labels [41], [2], [1], [50]. These method are notoriously hard to optimize and must be trained independently
for each detection category. A recent method was proposed
to transfer generic information from CNN based detectors
to transform CNN classifiers into object detectors [24].
Although effective, it was limited to transferring information
between RGB models. Other approaches have been proposed
to transfer generic information across modalities [8], but have
only been shown with weak detection models.
b) Region Proposals: We note that many topperforming supervised object detection methods [15] and
weakly supervised methods [41], [24] rely on a good set of
bottom-up bounding box object candidates. Object proposal
generation has been an active area of research in computer
vision in recent years [3], [28], [52], [49]. Given the importance of good region proposals [25], naturally people have
studied the problem of using depth images to improve the
quality of object proposals [34], [20]. Gupta et. al.[20] use
depth information to obtain improved contours from RGB-D
images, and use this in a multi-scale combinatorial grouping
framework [3] to report great improvements over RGB
only methods, obtaining the same recall with an order of
magnitude fewer regions as compared to RGB only methods.
c) Object Detection: Lastly, there has been considerable work on the problem of object detection for RGB-D
images [26], [43], [32], [48], [51], [20], [42], [31]. [26],
[43], [48], [51] propose extensions to deformable part based
models [13] to compute additional features from the depth
image, and report performance improvements over just using
the RGB image. Song and Xiao [42] design rich features
on the depth images while Gupta et. al.[20] proposed a
novel geocentric embedding for learning features from depth
images, and both these methods report great improvements
over previous works. While all of these methods report

III. M ETHOD

A. Incorporating Depth into the CNN Representation
Our key insight is to fuse representations from RGB and
depth images at an appropriate mid-level. Given a pair of
RGB and depth images of a scene, the visual concepts
depicted in both images are the same, though the pixel values
may differ significantly. This motivates a processing pipeline
which allows independent domain specific processing to arrive at a common mid-level representation, which can then be
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rgb-fc8

B. Sequential Fine-Tuning

rgb-fc7

With the network structure determined, we now describe
our method for training the network parameters. Since we
lack depth training data for all categories in U, we cannot
naı̈vely fine-tune the full network. Instead, we propose a
sequential fine-tuning procedure whereby the parameters of
the RGB and depth networks are learned independently using
all available labeled data from each modality.
Our training procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. We begin
by training an RGB network (with AlexNet architecture),
using labeled RGB data from all categories (U ∪ L). We
follow the standard practice of initializing this network from
one that was pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [9] for the
task of image classification [11].
Next, we would like to produce an identical architecture
that uses depth input in the form of an HHA encoding [20]
(which encodes a depth image geocentrically using three
channels: horizontal disparity, height above ground, and
angle between the pixel’s local surface normal and the
inferred gravity direction). However, since we only have
depth training data for categories in L, we can not fine-tune
the network from scratch.
Instead, we begin by populating all the weights of our
depth network using the fully trained weights of our RGB
network. By doing so, we initialize our depth network with
parameters which have been tuned to perform well on all
categories of interest, and in particular categories for which
there is no depth training data. Additionally, initializing the
depth network with RGB weights enables a favorable alignment between the two networks so they may be effectively
combined later.
We next fine-tune the depth network on all available depth
training data, allowing it to adapt to the new depth modality.
Fine-tuning from RGB to depth HHA images is possible
because the two modalities have similar structures [20]
and higher level semantic information (e.g. object boundary
information) is present in both.
Finally, after both the RGB and depth networks have
been fine-tuned, we produce the final multi-modal network
parameter values. For layers before the merge point, we
transfer the weights from the RGB and depth networks
directly to the corresponding weights of our architecture.
For all layer weights above the merge point, we use the RGB
model weights. This corresponds to reversing the upper depth
weights back to their initialization point. We do this since the
RGB parameters were learned using all labels for the portion
of the model which processes mid-level representations into
the final semantic outputs as opposed to the trained depth
layers which have no recognition of the held out categories
in U.

merge
rgb-fc6

depth-fc6

rgb-conv5

depth-conv5

rgb-conv1

depth-conv1

Fig. 2. Our CNN architecture. We have parallel modality-specific lower
layers and merge the two branches at a semantically meaningful higher
layer.

processed domain agnostically to obtain the desired semantic
output. Thus, the domain specific learning can happen in the
lower layers. These lower layers are often category agnostic
(but domain specific) and can be trained effectively using
data from a small set of categories, and can then be used with
category specific but domain agnostic higher layers trained
in a different domain or modality. Recent work on analyzing
CNN architectures [33] in-fact shows quantitative evidence
towards domain specific lower layers and task or category
specific higher layers. To operationalize these findings, we
use labeled RGB-D data from categories L to learn the
domain specific but category independent lower layers and
we use category specific but domain agnostic higher layers
to obtain detectors for categories which lack labeled data in
one of the modalities (U).
Our proposed multi-modal architecture is depicted in Figure 2. We work with the popular AlexNet architecture [29].
AlexNet has five convolutional layers, three max pooling layers, and three fully connected layers. We use this architecture
as a starting point for both the RGB and depth branches. Our
insights about mid-level fusion and our training procedure
are independent of the base CNN and should naturally extend
to other CNN architectures.
It has been shown that the activations from layers fc6
and fc7 (the fully connected layers) produce semantically
meaningful embeddings [11], [4]. We thus experimented
with various fuse points in the fully connected layers, and
found that fusing at fc6 worked better than both spatial
fusion at pool5 and late fusion after fc7 (Section IV-B).
For fusion we average the fc6 activations, after relu, of both
branches and connect them with the 4096-dimensional fc7
layer, which is in turn connected to our final fc8 classifiers.
We experimented with both average and concatenation as
fusion techniques and found average to be slightly more
robust.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset and Setup
We evaluate our algorithm with the NYUD2 dataset [40],
using the standard split of 795 training images and 654
testing images. The split is selected such that images from
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the same scene do not co-occur in both sets. For all our
experiments, we use annotations of the 19 major furniture
categories: bathtub, bed, bookshelf, box, chair, counter, desk,
door, dresser, garbage-bin, lamp, monitor, night-stand, pillow, sink, sofa, table, television, and toilet.
For all algorithms we use RGB-D MCG proposals [20].
MCG [3] generates a multi-scale hierarchical segmentation
which is then used to generate region proposals. The proposals are then ranked by random forest regressors trained
on features computed from the image and the region shape.
Gupta et. al.[20] generalized this to RGB-D images by using
improved edge maps [20], [10], [18] and using features from
the depth image in addition to features from the RGB image
and the region shape for re-ranking the proposals. RGB-D
MCG produces state-of-the-art region proposals for RGB-D
images and we use these for our experiments.
In addition, all variants of our algorithm as well as
all baseline and state-of-the-art results are reported using
the AlexNet architecture, pre-trained with ImageNet RGB
classification data. For our detection pipeline, we use the
recently proposed Fast R-CNN [16] algorithm. We train both
the RGB and depth networks each for 40,000 iterations
with learning rate 0.001, momentum 0.9, and weight decay
0.0005 using the standard deep learning software package,
Caffe [27].
B. RGB-D Detection
We begin by evaluating our algorithm on the NYUD2 test
set for the RGB-D detection task [20]. Since we would like to
understand the ability of our algorithm to produce an RGBD detection model when no depth data is available for direct
training, we perform hold one category out experiments. We
perform 19 experiments where in the ith experiment we
remove labeled depth data corresponding to the ith category
when training 1 (so the detector has access to RGB data from
all 19 categories and depth data from only 18 categories).
We then use these detectors to report the AP obtained on
the ith category. The performance obtained by our method
is reported in Table I under the name ‘RGB + aux D’.
We compare against both the Fast R-CNN [16] RGB-only
baseline as well as the state-of-the-art RGB-D detection
models from Gupta et. al.([19] and [20] + Fast R-CNN as
described in [21]). Note that the later algorithms require full
RGB and depth annotations and as such serve as an upper
bound performance for our detection scenario. For reference,
we also train our network using full RGB-D training data
and report the performance as the oracle for our method
(see Table II). This number is expected to be slightly lower
than competing state-of-the-art methods since our overall
architecture ignores the semantic information learned in the
highest layers of the depth network. This is necessary for the
1 We do this by removing all bounding box proposals that overlap with
the ground truth boxes for category i by any amount, though due to the
small dataset size we continue to use regions from the image which do not
overlap with the held out category. Note that a held out object may appear
within the receptive field of another completely non-overlapping positive
object or background box proposal due to the large size of pool5 receptive
fields, but there is no supervision for the held-out category.

held out depth scenario, but is limiting in the full annotation
scenario.
Overall, our method achieves 33.8% mAP when averaged
across each independent held out category. In comparison
RGB only model (but with the same MCG RGB-D proposals) only obtains a mAP of 27.8%. This shows that our midlevel fusion of RGB and depth is able to extract meaningful
depth information which can be effectively combined with
the RGB information to improve the eventual labeling function.
C. Ablation Study
In this section, we perform an ablation study on the
architecture merge layer selection. For this experiment we
further split the training set into the standard train/val sets,
training with the train set and evaluating on the validation
set. Table II reports results on the NYUD2 validation data set
for our algorithm while varying the merge point of the RGB
and depth networks. We select between the spatially aware
pool5 layer and the higher, more semantically meaningful,
fully connected layers, fc6, fc7, and fc8 (for oracle only).
We run our algorithm using the same experimental setup
of holding out depth training data for one category at a time.
For reference, we additionally report the performance of the
oracle full depth trained network using each of these merge
point selections. We find that merging the RGB and depth
networks after fc6 provides the most benefit over using hte
RGB-only network. Since the depth network was trained only
on the auxiliary 18 object categories, all category specific
information which has been stored in the fc7 parameters
serves as a distraction when attempting to detect the held
out category.
In contrast, the oracle network performs best when merged
after fc8, in other words a pure late-fusion approach. This
is because the category specific parameters are relevant for
all categories we wish to detect and are complementary to
the RGB category specific parameters and aid the detection
model at test time. Note that this is slightly different than the
performance for Gupta et. al.[20] + Fast R-CNN reported in
Table I. In our experiments the depth network was finetuned
from the RGB network already finetuned on NYUD2 RGB
images, as opposed to Gupta et. al.[20] + Fast R-CNN which
was finetuned from ImageNet classification weights.
D. Error Analysis
To investigate how our method uses depth to improve
detection, we analyze the false positive errors made by our
RGB-D detectors as compared to the baseline RGB-only and
oracle fully supervised RGB-D detectors.
We know from Table I that our algorithm has fewer false
positives overall than the RGB baseline and has more false
positives than the oracle fully supervised RGB-D model.
For further insight, we analyze the change in each type of
false positives between our method and the baseline and
between the oracle and baseline methods (see Figure 3).
More precisely, for a given category, i, which has K ground
truth instances in the test set, we look at the top K scoring
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regions across the test set from the category i detector from
the baseline RGB-only model, our model, and the oracle
RGB-D model. For each model we compute the percent
of the top K detections which correspond to each type of
false positives. We then plot the difference in this percentage
between the baseline and our method and the baseline and
the oracle. For ease of viewing, categories are sorted per
false positive type from least improvement of our method to
most improvement by our method.

our algorithm over the RGB baseline, but simultaneously has
almost a 15% increase in the confusion with other category
false positives. This is likely due to the fact that monitor is
another category available and since during depth training
the held out category television is not seen at the same time
as the known category, monitor, this makes it harder for our
algorithm to disambiguate the two categories at test time.
This issue is mitigated with full supervision training of the
depth net.

By studying these changes in the false positives, some
interesting trends emerge. For instance, we find that our
approach provides a relatively consistent improvement in
localization and confusion with other categories (most bars in
the top row are greater than or close to zero). In contrast, our
method improves only 11/19 of the categories in confusion
with background and hinders performance for the other 8/19
categories. We see that the oracle method provides improvement in confusion with background for almost all categories,
which indicates there is potential to further improve these
types of errors when RGB-D training data is available for
the category of interest.

Finally, we show some qualitative examples of the improvements made by our approach. We pick the two categories where our method improves the most and least over
the baseline. Figure 4 shows random images which contain
bed and night-stand (categories where we improve the most
12.9% and 16.1%) where the top scoring detection is a true
positive for our method and false positive for the baseline.
Similarly in Figure 5 we show random images containing
toilets and doors (categories where we improve the least
−4.5% and −0.7%) where the highest scoring detection is
a true positive for the baseline while it is false positive for
our method.

One interesting category is television, which has over a
15% reduction in the confusion with background when using

In Figure 4, we very clearly see the effects of our method
improving localization errors as well as fixing confusion
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Fig. 3. We study the change in the type of false positives between baseline and our method (top row) and the the change in the type of false positives
between the baseline and the oracle for our method (bottom row). We show here false positives due to localization errors (red - left), confusion with
background (green - center), and confusion with other categories (blue - right).

Fig. 4. Example detections on the NYUD2 test set where the top detection
from our method for the specified category is correct while the top detection
from the RGB only baseline is incorrect. Cyan boxes are from our method
and yellow boxes are from the RGB baseline.

with other categories. Similarly, Figure 5, provides examples
where we begin to confuse with non-objects (background)
for the toilet and door categories. With the exception of
one of the toilet examples (middle) which is simply a result
of the baseline region being just over threshold for overlap
with ground truth to be considered a true positive, while our
method’s top scoring example was just under the threshold.
E. Large Scale RGB-D Detection
One of the main motivations behind our work is to enable
enhanced RGB-D detection of a large number of objects with
no depth training data, for applications such as robotics. We
demonstrate the potential impact of our work by using our
algorithm to extend the released 7.6k RGB detector [24] into
an RGB-D detector, and show qualitative results in Figure 6.
The LSDA [24] model was available only for RGB detection along with an RGB region proposal method (selective

Fig. 5. Example detections on the NYUD2 test set where the top detection
from the RGB only baseline for the specified category is correct while the
top detection from our method is incorrect. Cyan boxes are from our method
and yellow boxes are from the RGB baseline.

search [49]). We show results for the model from [24] in
the left column. Next, we use the network parameters from
the model from [24] along with RGB-D MCG proposals, as
used throughout our method – the results are displayed in the
center column. Finally, we produce a joint RGB-D network
through our method of mid-level representation fusion and
show results for our algorithm in the right column.2 We
show results on images taken from two scenes in the Cornell
activity dataset [45], which contains categories not available
during training on NYUD2 data, such as person.
After changing the region proposal mechanism to incorporate depth information, we see significant improvement in
2 Note

that these results were obtained using the publicly released LSDA

R-CNN detector [24] and not the Fast R-CNN detector that is used for
the rest of the experiments. We expect similar results with the Fast R-CNN
based detector.
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RGB Model [24]

RGB Model with RGB-D Proposals

Our Method

bi−fold door: 5.1
person: 5.4

bi−fold door: 5.0

bi−fold door: 4.8

person: 9.5

bi−fold door: 5.0

shower stall: 2.1
person: 5.5

tv or monitor: 4.5

tv or monitor: 4.3

armoire: 5.1
chair: 5.5

credenza: 5.9

chair: 1.9

credenza: 2.5

person: 6.0

person: 4.8

Fig. 6. We use our algorithm to transform the publicly available 7.6k class RGB detector [24] into an RGB-D detector. We show here detection results
for all 7.6k categories on example RGB-D images taken from two scenes in the Cornell activity dataset [45]. We present top detections from the original
RGB CNN with RGB selective search region proposals (left), detections when using RGB-D MCG proposals (middle), and detections after our proposed
adaptation (right). Blue boxes are detections of the 200 ILSVRC categories, while the red boxes are detections of the 7.4k categories corresponding to
leaf nodes in the ImageNet database. Our algorithm not only provides better localization, but even enables extra categories to be detected.

object localization. Upon using our algorithm to transform
the RGB network into an RGB-D network, we see that false
positives are reduced and new objects are recognized.
This qualitative result is highly encouraging as it demonstrates that our algorithm incorporates category invariant
depth information that is generic enough to be useful with
a detector that was trained on separate tasks and in a
different data source. For example, people, shower stalls,
and credenzas never appear in NYUD2 training annotations,
where we train our depth model. However, we are able to
learn to effectively combine the generic depth and RGB
processing of the lower layers and use the modified intermediate representation as additional information for the
category specific classification layer. This model was able to
be produced without further RGB training, meaning that our
pre-trained RGB detector could immediately be adapted to
utilize depth information at test time. In the future we plan
to conduct a more quantitative study of this results.

using an RGB detector for categories without no depth data
available at training time. We provide insight on how our
system helps improve object detection compared to RGBonly detection. Finally, we use our algorithm to adapt the
7.6k category detectors from [24] into a multi-modal RGBD version, and show qualitative results with this large scale
depth detector.
Experiments thus far have been presented using the two
stage region proposals and CNN-based feature computation per region, as introduced in R-CNN [15] and Fast RCNN [16]. Our final goal is to provide a system which can
be practically used in a robotics setting. In the future we will
work towards making our detectors faster possibly with the
use of end-to-end CNN object detection systems like Faster
R-CNN [38] and more accurate with use of better CNNs for
depth images [21].

V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an algorithm that can transform an
RGB object detector into a RGB-D detector which can use
depth data at test time to improve performance. Our multimodal CNN architecture combines mid-level RGB and depth
representations to incorporate both modalities into the final
object class prediction. This mid-level fusion enables us to
train RGB-D detectors without needing complete RGB-D
data, unlike most conventional CNN based RGB-D object
detection algorithms.
We present experiments showing that our approach provides a 21% relative improvement in performance over just
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